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Gas

According to MetDesk, temperatures in Britain, France and the Benelux region are forecast to be lower from today onwards but remain up to 9.5°C above the seasonal norm for the rest of the week. 
 
Nord Stream is scheduled to come back online next Tuesday after two weeks of maintenance. The pipeline usually delivers 165mcm/day of Russian gas to Germany. The restored availability is likely to weigh
down on European short-term gas prices.

Power

Nuclear plant operator EDF announced outages at the French St Alban and Tricastin plants, which have a combined capacity of about 6.3GW, to continue until at least Sunday. This is two days longer than the
originally planned deadline of 26 July. 
 
MetDesk forecasts German wind output to rise from an average of 7.8GW in week 31 to 9.9GW in week 32. Average output last August was 8.2GW.

Brent

European Central Bank president Draghi holds rates at current levels but signalled the need for a greater monetary stimulus. Short-term oil prices should be negatively affected while longer-term prices should
benefit from the anticipated stimulus. 

Coal

Rising profitability of French gas-fired power plants over coal-fired plants and continuing strikes at French coal plants will likely lead to gas squeezing coal out of the French power generation mix even further
this winter.

Carbon

A looming heavy cut of up to 50% in supply of CO2 allowances in the upcoming auction in August is expected to drive EUA contract prices higher in the short-term.
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BUY/SELL RATIO

Note: Ratio of executed trades received by ICIS, where the aggressor either bought or sold. More sells than buys typically indicates a weak market. More buys than sells typically indicates a firm market.

DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART

https://www.icis.com/Dashboard/MarketUpdate/LoadGeneral/10396297
https://www.icis.com/Dashboard/MarketUpdate/LoadGeneral/10396279
https://analytics.icis.com/eua-price-flirting-with-all-time-high-market-correction-possible-ahead-of-august-auction-cut/


Prev. High €10.375/MWh Prev. Low €9.925/MWh Prev. Close €10.000/MWh

MARKET FOCUS

The bulls on Thursday managed to hold the psychological support at €10.000/MWh once more, but compounding bearishness that built over the past few sessions makes it seem inevitable that this level will be
breached with a close below in coming sessions. If so, the next level of support is at €8.900/MWh, the low from 28 June 2019. The hourly chart’s descending triangle also suggests downside continuation. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Daily indicators suggest a deteriorating scenario for the bulls except for the slow stochastic that offers a glimpse of bullish hope to turn €10.000/MWh into a launch pad for a bounce towards €11.000/MWh. Even
though chances are slim, newly drawn Fibonacci levels should cap upside in any case. 
 
The narrowing of the Bollinger bands on the hourly timeframe suggests imminent volatility, with a bias to the downside suggested by the short-term descending channel on the same timeframe and a thick
Ichimoku cloud above on the daily chart. 
 
Bearish hourly indicators support the notion of near-term downside, notably the crossing of the hourly MACD below its signal line and the cross of the DMI- above the DMI+. Both are an indication of the intra-
day bulls transferring dominance to the bears.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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BUY/SELL RATIO

Note: Ratio of executed trades received by ICIS, where the aggressor either bought or sold. More sells than buys typically indicates a weak market. More buys than sells typically indicates a firm market.



DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High €18.300/MWh Prev. Low €17.950/MWh Prev. Close €18.000/MWh

MARKET FOCUS

As expected, the market stayed within the same narrow range defined in recent sessions. Since support at €17.745/MWh, the 76.4% Fibonacci retracement level, and resistance at €18.700/MWh, the high from 23
July, remain unviolated, the near-term sideways market is likely to continue today. Building bearish momentum within this range suggests an eventual break lower. A violation of support at €17.745/MWh is likely today,
at least on an intra-day basis. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Uniformly bearish daily tools suggest that yesterday’s downside momentum should continue today down to €17.745/MWh. Falling trend strength indicators suggest a weak follow-through, however, and reflect
the range-bound market. 
 
On the hourly chart, conflicting tools suggest a muted open. The near-term bias is bearish, however, the MACD and ROC suggest. A weak preliminary bullish signal from the fast stochastic might not amount to
much. 
 
The market is sideways until it is tipped by either a close below €17.745/MWh, the 76.4% Fibonacci retracement level, or a close above €19.098/MWh, a support-turned-resistance level. An eventual move lower
seems most likely.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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BUY/SELL RATIO



Note: Ratio of executed trades received by ICIS, where the aggressor either bought or sold. More sells than buys typically indicates a weak market. More buys than sells typically indicates a firm market.

DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High 28.650p/th Prev. Low 27.550p/th Prev. Close 27.700p/th

MARKET FOCUS

The daily chart’s bullish reversal candle set-ups for this market, namely the bullish engulfing and harami, are still valid as long as the 27.000p/th support holds. But only by surpassing the 30.000p/th psychological
level near the 23.6% Fibonacci retracement would lead to a sustained rally. A push below 27.000p/th, although unlikely, would undo the bullish set-up. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

With the daily ADX indicating a flat market, the buy signal provided by the slow stochastic is a leading indication of bullishness, providing a backdrop for an anticipated bullish reversal. 
 
Even though the ICIS buy/sell ratio was dominated by the sellers yesterday, the market on Thursday ended the session near Wednesday’s close. This could signal buyer accumulation more than seller
distribution.  
 
The hourly chart signals an unspectacular morning session slightly in favour of the bears. Only the fast stochastic gives a preliminary bullish signal and upside indications are otherwise weak. A timely follow-
through is needed to validate the bullish set-up.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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BUY/SELL RATIO

Note: Ratio of executed trades received by ICIS, where the aggressor either bought or sold. More sells than buys typically indicates a weak market. More buys than sells typically indicates a firm market.

DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High 51.500p/th Prev. Low 50.900p/th Prev. Close 51.075p/th

MARKET FOCUS

Disinterest is apparent due to the unusually low volume and the narrow breadth of participation. ICIS only recorded nine trades on Thursday. The newly resumed medium-term downtrend remains intact for now and
the descending trendline (green solid) should guide the price lower in the near term. A confirmed close above the trendline, although unlikely, could bring a quick end to the near-term downtrend.  

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Uniformly bearish daily tools suggest that yesterday’s downward momentum is likely to resume today. Flatlining momentum indicators and limited market participation suggest that follow-through is likely to be
weak though. 
 
The unusually low volume and number of eight trades are likely to distort tool readings on more granular timeframes. Caution is advised. 
 
Fast and slow stochastics on the hourly timeframe suggest a strong open. Any upswing at the start of the session should be challenged by EMAs and the higher-level trendline, however. For now, the newly-
resumed medium-term downtrend remains intact.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.

GER PWR Front Quarter
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BUY/SELL RATIO

Note: Ratio of executed trades received by ICIS, where the aggressor either bought or sold. More sells than buys typically indicates a weak market. More buys than sells typically indicates a firm market.

DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High €51.300/MWh Prev. Low €50.650/MWh Prev. Close €50.650/MWh

MARKET FOCUS
Thursday’s daily candle broke below the ascending trendline and validated the bearish dark cloud cover identified on Wednesday. Further downside is expected towards €49.650/MWh, the low from 18 July and the
50% retracement. A move below the halfway point is needed to ring in a more sustained downside correction. Until that happens, this week’s failure to push to a new high and failure to mark a new low label the
medium-term trend as sideways. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

With Thursday’s market closing just below the ascending intra-day head and shoulders neckline, the market is already set up for near-term losses. A push below €50.650/MWh is needed this morning to
capitalise on the downside potential. The bearish death cross of the 12- and 50-period EMAs on the hourly timeframe puts the bias even more in favour of the intra-day bears.   
 
Hourly momentum oscillators have their bias with the bears as well, staying in their respective oversold zones without any signs of bullishness. Hourly MACD continues to deteriorate and the ROC remains in
negative territory. 
 
The 15min indicators suggest that the bulls may take the initiative to bounce from the inflection level at €50.600/MWh, also a one-time Fibonacci extension, but upside will be severely limited by the bearish triple
EMA crossover on the same timeframe and the higher-level trendline-turned-resistance.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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BUY/SELL RATIO

Note: Ratio of executed trades received by ICIS, where the aggressor either bought or sold. More sells than buys typically indicates a weak market. More buys than sells typically indicates a firm market.

DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High €52.800/MWh Prev. Low €52.000/MWh Prev. Close €52.050/MWh

MARKET FOCUS

The bulls did not survive the test at the lower trend channel boundary yesterday and closed the day below it with a gravestone doji, a bearish reversal pattern subject to confirmation. Now that the trend channel is
broken, confirmation of the bearish reversal in the form of a bearish candle with a close below €51.813/MWh, the 23.6% Fibonacci retracement level, is likely today. Once the bearish reversal is confirmed, the
medium-term uptrend would be officially over and the consolidation phase should begin. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Bearish hourly tools, supplemented by bearish daily stochastics and waning bullish momentum from daily MACD and ROC, suggest a weak open and a strong bearish follow-through today. 
 
The hourly chart ended Thursday’s session exactly at the timeframe’s neckline of the head and shoulders pattern – usually a strong bearish reversal formation. A break below the neckline at €52.053/MWh
would kick-off sustained losses in the short-and medium-term. 
 
Failure to break below the intra-day neckline should lead to a brief upswing and push daily candles back into the ascending trend channel and resume the preceding medium-term uptrend. Prospects are slim
though.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High $64.230/bbl Prev. Low $63.010/bbl Prev. Close $63.080/bbl

MARKET FOCUS

The bulls’ failure to recover ground and the push below the short-term trendline (green dash) suggest that the bears are quietly gaining the upper hand. Given the bearish bias, support at $62.590/bbl should be tested
today. A drop below would easily lead to the lower bound of the long-term symmetrical triangle (blue solid) that has been shaping up over months. An unlikely close above $64.230/bbl, Thursday’s high, should reignite
bullish hopes. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Uniformly bearish daily tools suggest continued downside today. A close below $62.590/bbl is likely today and would fully turn the ascending near-term trendline (green dash) into resistance.  
 
On the hourly chart, a weak close on Thursday, reinforced by increasingly bearish indicators, should lead to an early violation of support of $62.590/bbl today. Even a successful defence should bring only limited
bullishness given the current range-bound market. 
 
Today should see the market reach levels beyond the range of previous sessions as traders position themselves for developments over the weekend. Unless the market closes beyond support of $61.290/bbl or
resistance of $64.230/bbl, continued sideways action along the daily chart’s triangle bound is probable.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High €29.740/tCO2e Prev. Low €28.950/tCO2e Prev. Close €29.000/tCO2e



MARKET FOCUS

The bears are building their strength below the €30.000/tCO2e psychological level and ascending channel resistance confluence, reflected by the bearish shooting star candle from Thursday and the bearish harami
from Wednesday. Breaking below €28.466/tCO2e, the 23.6% Fibonacci retracement level, will lead to the trend channel’s lower bound (blue solid). As long as price action is contained within the channel, the medium-
term uptrend remains intact. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Daily momentum oscillators retain their bearish bias while daily MACD and ROC show reduced bullishness. However, daily trend tools may still encourage the late bulls and delay the bears’ charge downwards. 
 
On the hourly timeframe, a short-term descending channel is shaping up, with room to the downside before seeing support near the €28.466/tCo2e level. The death cross seen on the same timeframe from the
12- and 21-period EMAs may attract intra-day bears to shape the downleg of the channel. 
 
Hourly indicators point to a bearish start to today’s session as most are in their respective bearish readings. To add to the bearish bias, both hourly MACD histogram and ROC are in the negative territory.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART
Prev. High $70.100/tonne Prev. Low $69.750/tonne Prev. Close $69.750/tonne



MARKET FOCUS

The unspectacular Thursday may seem trivial but signs of impending bearishness can be deduced. First, yesterday marks the second close below the psychological level of $70.000/tonne, revealing weak bullish
conviction. Second, yesterday’s volume, despite being in a tight range, is higher than during periods of great volatility, which is a sign of distribution from informed to uninformed participants. Third, a corrective Elliott
wave period might be impending. 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Momentum oscillators support the hypothesis above. Both the daily CCI and the slow stochastic provide sell signals while fast stochastic continues to trend lower in the neutral zone, showing room for downside.
Bearish divergence is also spotted on the daily OBV. 
 
Support from daily trend tools may drag out the impending sell-off as the recent golden crossover of the 21- and 50-day EMA sends more uninformed bulls to this market. The support confluence from the
Tenkan-sen line and the Senkou Span B line of the Ichimoku cloud may also restrict the emerging bears’ sentiment. 
 
The validated bearish double-top pattern on the hourly timeframe, with a potential downside target at $68.200/tonne and the overarching death cross of the hourly 12- and 21-period EMA continues to
compound the bearishness on this timeframe.

SUPPORT & RESISTANCE

ICIS' analysis of the next major support and resistance levels.
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